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Moving on from a family tragedy: aHUS
sufferer Shaun McCowie welcomes a
wonder drug that will help others with
the disease

Patient with deadly kidney
disease hails wonder drug that
could halt disease which killed
seven family members
By LAUREN PAXMAN 
UPDATED: 15:36, 10 January 2012

A man who lost seven members of
his family to a rare genetic kidney
disease - which he also suffers from
- has welcomed a new wonder drug
which will treat the condition.

Shaun McCowie is living with
aHUS, a condition which causes
small blood vessels to be blocked
by clots, ultimately leading to kidney
failure.

The 49-year-old’s dad Terence died
of the condition at 55 and so did his
siblings Daniel, five, John, one hour,
Theresa, three-months and
Jennifer, 19.

His nephew Mark, 22, and uncle
Larry, 56, also succumbed to the
disease.

Mr McCowie, a bereavement
councillor from Newcastle, has
spent much of his life on dialysis.

But he is delighted by the
development of new drug
eculizumab, which has been
discovered to treat the condition.

Clinical trials helped identify the
drug which dramatically improves
the care of patients with aHUS or
Atypical Haemolytic Uraemic
Syndrome.

Almost half of all patients with it die, require dialysis or have permanent
kidney damage within the first few years of diagnosis.

It is estimated that only 139 patients in England have the condition. But  the
genetic defect can devastate families as it is passed on from one
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'The drug is so effective
that it is like giving
penicillin to a patient with
pneumonia - the

generation to another.

Results from clinical trials carried out by Newcastle University and
Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust have shown
eculizumab is the best first-line treatment for the disease. It prevents kidney
damage by blocking an immune protein called ‘complement’.

Mr McCowie said: 'The impact the disease has had on my family has been
huge.

'We are now in a completely new era of research and this has brought to
the patient a drug that could completely change the way patients with the
illness are treated.

'I am the only surviving family member of those who were diagnosed with
the illness and I want to thank everyone involved in the research for what
they have done.'

Eculizumab has been licensed for use in aHUS cases in the UK, but at a
cost of approximately £250,000 per patient per year, it is not currently
funded by the NHS.

Experts in the North East have therefore insisted that there are ‘inevitable
postcode inequalities’ for people being treated.

They are campaigning for a national specialised service for diagnosis and
treatment to be established in the Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust.

The group is being led by Tim Goodship, professor of renal medicine at The
Institute of Human Genetics, Newcastle.

Constant treatment: Mr McCowie has spent much of his life on dialysis with little
chance of a cure (picture posed by model)

He is internationally respected in the field of aHUS and was the first to
identify the abnormality in complement that is thought to cause the disease.

Prof Goodship said: 'The use of eculizumab is an exciting development in
the treatment of aHUS and its use significantly improves the outlook for
patients.

'The majority of people who are diagnosed with the disease end up on
dialysis within the first one or two years, and the prospect of transplantation
is not good as the risks are too great.

'Until recently the outlook for patients was poor. However, this has changed
dramatically in the last two years because of the drug eculizumab.

'The drug is so effective that it is like giving penicillin to a patient with
pneumonia - the improvement in the condition is very dramatic.' 

An application has been submitted
to the Advisory Group for National
Specialised Services to make
eculizumab available to all clinically
appropriate patients in England.
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improvement in the
condition is very
dramatic'
 

In the short-term, treatment with
eculizumab within the context of the
national specialist service would
enable successful kidney
transplants in patients who are
already on dialysis.

In the past kidney transplants for patients with aHUS have been a waste of
resources as there is a 50 to 80 per cent rate of organ rejection due to
recurrent disease.  The proposed service and treatment with eculizumab
will ensure that this does not happen in the future.

In the longer-term, the aim of the new service and treatment is to prevent
the development of end-stage renal failure needing long-term dialysis in
patients presenting with aHUS for the first time.

Professor Goodship added: 'It is a very encouraging time for people with
aHUS.

'Twenty years ago we did not know what caused the disease.  

'However, through research we have been able to identify what causes the
illness and establish an effective drug treatment.'

Mr McCowie’s son Daniel does not have the condition. His surviving
siblings Walter, Patrick and Julie do not have the disease either
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Direction go wild in
Steal My Girl video
featuring sumo
wrestlers, monkeys and
'directed' by Danny
DeVito

Shirtless Dan Osborne
shows off his rippling
chest muscles... as he
cuddles newly-single
Lauren Pope as they
film Essex's Strongest
Man for TOWIE

Amber Rose declares
her single status with
'Ms. Rose' nameplate
necklace while clad in
Biggie Smalls
sweatshirt 
Filed for divorce

Here comes the
groom... again! George
Clooney jets into
London ahead of 'post-
wedding party' with new
wife Amal
ANOTHER celebration

'A perfect day': Joan
Rivers pushes her
grandson Cooper on a
swing in flashback snap
shared by grieving
daughter Melissa

EXCLUSIVE 'He's the
most competitive
partner I've ever had!':
Kristina Rihanoff
reveals Simon Webbe is
determined to win
Strictly Come Dancing 
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She's baking No. 2!
Paul Hollywood's
former mistress Marcela
Valladolid pregnant with
second child
They've both moved on
after their fling last year

Arsenal star Mesut
Ozil's girlfriend 'moves
out of their London
home after £42million
man accused of flirting
with teammate's
partner' 

Honey, I shrunk the
designer accessories!
Kate and Jack Spade
are the latest labels to
collaborate with Gap
Kids on a holiday
collection

Catherine CHEAPER
Jones! Welsh actress
grabs a bargain at a
closing down sale on a
break from filming
Dad's Army
Shopping in Whitby

Tulisa Contostavlos
displays her svelte
figure in an embellished
plunging swimsuit and
heels as she perches on
a shirtless male model
for comeback video

GOAL-den sands: A
shirtless Alan Shearer
enjoys a busman's
holiday as he plays
football on the beach in
Barbados
Still on the ball

Albert 'mare!
EastEnders' Dot Cotton
fears she's seen the
ghost of her menacing
son Nick in spooky new
Halloween trailer
Maybe not dead after all..

'You can learn from
seeing your friends get
hurt': Sam Claflin
reveals broken
relationships helped
him find wife Laura
Haddock
Married in 2013

Anyone seen my
thunder? Gemma Merna
bids farewell to
Hollyoaks... but is
forced to share the
spotlight with
Gogglebox star Leon
Bernicoff

Three's company!
Donald Faison enjoys
dinner out with
pregnant wife CaCee...
and BFF Zach Braff tags
along 
The trio Scrub up well at
book launch

Lovely in any weather!
Liv Tyler keeps her
blossoming baby bump
covered during rainy
school run in NYC with
son Milo 
Expecting her second
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Despite revealing her
four step exercise plan
but Pippa Middleton
admits eating
chocolate, wine, crisps
and 'naughty stuff' as
she reveals her diet
secrets 

Wishful thinking!
Danielle Lloyd makes a
wish as she joins in the
fun at adventure theme
park with her three boys
Ex-WAG headed to
Thomas Land

TMI! Jenny McCarthy
gives graphic details
about sex life with
Donnie Wahlberg then
makes out with him on
US TV show
Well, they are newlyweds

'Seven hours includes
movie and dinner!':
Sting clarifies THOSE
infamous comments
about tantric sex with
Trudie Styler - 24 years
on

Emily Atack looks
every inch the retro pin-
up in a printed dress
and tight curls as she
makes a very
glamorous first
appearance on Dad's
Army film set

Katy Perry's beau
Diplo changes his
Twitter name to 'Baby
Daddy' as it's claimed
he's 'expecting second
child with ex-girlfriend'
What IS going on?

Is Tori Spelling on the
brink of a nervous
breakdown? Star posts
a worrying Instagram
shot from hospital bed
as she hits out at
cheating husband Dean

Who's The Boss?
reunion! Tony Danza
and Judith Light
embrace at Broadway
premiere 22 YEARS
after their sitcom ended
Happy together again

He cleans up well!
James Marsden looks
dapper in blue double-
breasted suit for Los
Angeles Confidential
party
Handsome as ever

Hollywood awaits!
Danielle Lineker reads
through her lines as she
rocks a pretty boho
skirt for lunch date with
husband Gary
Now an actress

Top Gear stars 'taking
advantage of
unrestricted speed
limits on Australia's
Northern Territory
highway and performing
stunts with road trains
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Curvy and curly! Iggy
Azalea sports wavy
blonde locks as she
touches down in LA in
chic monochrome outfit
Do you prefer to her usual
poker straight look

One's first tweet!
Queen Elizabeth uses
Twitter to send message
officially opening new
science exhibition - and
it already has a hashtag 
@BritishMonarchy

Katie Holmes
schmoozes with
Matthew
McConaughey's wife
Camila while wearing
sunglasses indoors at
Power Of Pink event 

What about Lucy?
MIC's Oliver Proudlock
cosies up to stunning
model as he spends
birthday without Watson
Another reality romance
doomed?

Keeping him close!
Geri Halliwell holds
hands with boyfriend
Christian Horner as they
whizz around on
rollercoasters during
theme park date

'There's no Botox!'
Natalie Imbruglia denies
having any injections
and says the secret to
her youthful looks is
good genes and beauty
sleep

Wolves on Wall
Street? Rita Ora
channels Little Red
Riding Hood in scarlet
coat as she attends
Partynextdoor's NYC
concert
Added hair extensions

Miss Selfridge unveils
dazzling Christmas
collection full of perfect
partywear loved by
Millie Mackintosh 
Get ready for party
season...

'Two days would've
been enough': Lindsay
Lohan says her solitary
confinement in prison
was 'scary and jarring'
on The Jonathan Ross
Show

First images of Naomi
Watts, 46, as latest
L'Oreal Paris
spokesperson - and she
was chosen for her
'immeasurable talent'
and 'timeless beauty' 

Chris Brown looks
glum at court hearing
despite getting a good
review... as judge ups
his community labour to
four days a week
From Rihanna case

Just another day hard at
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work! Toni Collette
shows off her prosthetic
baby bump... as she
joins Drew Barrymore to
film scenes for Miss You
Already

Gwyneth Paltrow turns
to acupuncture to heal
herself - and says those
'many little needles
have helped her
through many an
ailment'
Likes natural alternatives

Eddie Redmayne
attends BAFTA event
amid early Oscar buzz
for his portrayal of
Stephen Hawking in The
Theory Of Everything
Will it be his year?

It's not THAT kind of
runway! Heidi Klum
struts through Paris'
Charles de Gaulle
airport in glamorous
catwalk mode with
skinny jeans and leather
jacket

Kirsten Dunst hits the
gym AGAIN after
admitting she'd be
'thinner' if she wasn't in
a relationship with
Garrett Hedlund
It's all his fault...

Peek a boo: Mel B
flashes serious under
boob in a skin-tight
dress as she takes to
the red carpet with her
daughter Phoenix
At Memphis musical

Kate displays her
growing bump as she
puts her morning
sickness behind her in
third public appearance
since recovering
Blooming in black

Loving motherhood!
Jordana Brewster
smiles then plants kiss
on son Julian as he's
strapped to her front
Fast & Furious star
shopping in Beverly Hills

Did Kim 'Mean Girl'
Karrueche? Kardashian
'snubs Chris Brown's
girlfriend'... until Kanye
steps in to keep the
peace
Is there bad blood?

Style twins! Naya
Rivera channels Kim
Kardashian in a
plunging form-fitting
gown similar to one the
reality star wore in May
Can you tell difference?

'A relationship is not in
my brain right now':
Taylor Swift embraces
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the single life as she
reveals she hasn't dated
in over 18 months
Harry Styles scarred her!

What has happened to
Margot Robbie's
curves? Wolf Of Wall
Street bombshell shows
off her significantly
slimmed down figure in
a sequin dress 

Gown and out: Amy
Childs parties in a
glittering grey
bathrobe... one week
after rolling her Range
Rover in 'tragic' crash
Wrong choice of words...

Trick or TREAT! Low
key Tamara Ecclestone
showers daughter
Sophia with affection as
they shop for Halloween
pumpkins 
Baby's first Halloween

Bohemian Rhapsody!
Ashlee Simpson looks
smitten as she steps
out with new husband
Evan Ross in boho
ensemble 
Young couple are
inseparable

'I couldn't see and
everything was blurry':
Real Housewives star
Kyle Richards reveals
she has eye condition
that made filming nearly
impossible

Nicole Kidman debuts
new darker hair 'do in
gold mini dress before
transitioning into gothic
glamour by night in
China
At golf tournament

The fourth cut is the
deepest: Sheryl Crow
finally sells Hollywood
Hills compound for $11
million... after slashing
the price multiple times
It's tough times

If the club fits! Lady
Gaga makes a raunchy
entrance to The Box by
flashing her chest in in
a sheer white lace and
black gown
No bra apparently...

Millie Mackintosh
covers up in bulky
shawl at cosmetics
launch after receiving
backlash over slim
frame at MOBO Awards
Criticised for looking thin

Sad to be home? Kylie
Jenner arrives back in
LA after accompanying
rumoured beau Tyga on
tour in Europe
Teen holidayed with older
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rapper

Holiday blues? Kim
Kardashian looks glum
in clinging black
ensemble after
returning from birthday
holiday with Kanye in
Hawaii

Wild thing! Kim
Kardashian's BFF
Brittny Gastineau steals
spotlight wearing low-
cut top and leopard
print skirt at LA event
Where to look?

Hair dye disaster that
created the first glam
rock star: King of the
comebacks Alvin
Stardust dies at 72 - on
the brink of yet
ANOTHER relaunch 

The secrets of my prim
posterior, by Pippa: Her
Royal Hotness reveals
four steps she uses to
keep her toned behind
in shape 
Simple workout

Nicole Scherzinger
slips into a plunging
lace bodysuit and a
skimpy monokini in
racy behind the scenes
shoot for Big Fat Lie
Not exactly shy, is she?

BAZ BAMIGBOYE:
Grizabella's a hot cat
with sizzling Nicole 
Scherzinger said it will be
'cathartic' to play
downfallen moggy in her
theatrical debut

One for the Duchess?
Kate's fave Jimmy Choo
unveil service where
you can customise the
style of your shoe - and
even have initials
engraved on the sole

'I don't work out!'
Rachel Zoe would rather
spend time with
children than exercise
and maintains her slim
physique because life is
like 'living on a
treadmill'

'They lit up in the
upstairs foyer': Guests
'smoke cannabis at the
MOBOs after-party'...
after police are called in
to shut it down
Premature ending

EMA-zing! A VERY
busty Nicki Minaj
commands attention in
lace corset as MTV
reveal teaser clip for
European Music Awards
20th anniversary
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Teresa Giudice will get
no special treatment
and family visits will be
restricted to just 12 per
month when she begins
sentence at OITNB
prison in January

TOWIE's Danielle
Armstrong showcases
her ample cleavage and
toned tummy in bizarre
outfit on tipsy night out
with Jasmin Walia
Groovy baby...

Daring to bare! Taylor
Swift flashes some flesh
in THREE revealing
outfits for Jimmy
Kimmel appearance
The 5ft 10in singer
certainly has long legs

Brad Pitt gets teased
about Jennifer Aniston
as Zach Galifianakis
plays Friends theme...
then asks how it feels to
'live in Angelina's
shadow'

Bar Refaeli puts on a
leggy display in
monochrome print mini
dress as she scoops
International Model
honour at InTouch
Awards

Would you wear a
sheer lace skirt and
happily flash your
Bridget Jones style
pants? Well it is
autumn's biggest
trend...
Underwear is OUT!

Rudimental get on the
(flight) decks to stage a
gig at 35,000ft above the
Atlantic
Who had been 'waiting all
nigtht' for this high-flying
gig?

Fresh ink! David
Beckham shows off his
incredible beach body
and new tattoos as he
goes shirtless for a day
in the Malibu surf 
Fun in the sun

Blooming lovely! Jude
Law's ex-girlfriend
Catherine Harding
displays her
blossoming baby bump
as she steps out for first
time since pregnancy
was revealed

Un-break my bra! Toni
Braxton displays
serious side boob in
revealing dress at the
Red Star Ball... as she
reveals she wants to get
married again

Old interview shows
DAME Angelina Jolie
talking about sex in
cars, how quickly she
could break into a truck
and that English men
are the naughtiest
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Frozen in time! Teri
Hatcher, 49, looks
incredibly youthful as
she displays cleavage
in low-cut black dress at
charity gala
Turns 50 in December!

Animal attraction! Wild
singer Miley Cyrus dons
unicorn onesie to make
her way through Sydney
Airport as she leaves
Australia after final
Bangerz tour show

Newly-single Melanie
Griffith, 57, wows in
black bodycon dress as
she attends P!nk charity
concert in West
Hollywood 
Good life post-Antonio

Biker babe Daisy Lowe
displays her toned
curves in skinny jeans
and a fierce leather
jacket as she shoots
new fashion advert
For American Eagle

Just the two of us!
Hollywood hunk Josh
Duhamel plays the
doting father as he
steps out with cherubic
baby son Axl 
Mum Fergie missed out

Sienna Miller ditches
her usual boho style as
she channels a prom
princess look in a ruby
bejewelled silk dress
with sheer panelling
She can do smart too...

Grotesque ghouls,
cannibal cults and a
horror movie studio
maze: Thorpe Park's
Fright Night opens...
and even Cara
Delevingne is petrified!

Snug over style!
Rihanna forgets fashion
as she bundles up in an
unflattering green coat
for a chilly day in NYC 
Struck by fashion
common sense

Thought you were
single? Lindsay Lohan
spotted wearing huge
diamond ring on
engagement finger in
London
Had sworn off men

You can stand under
my umbrella! Emma
Stone and Andrew
Garfield embark on a
romantic stroll through
rainy streets of NYC
One cute couple

Carrie Bradshaw
would NOT approve!
Sarah Jessica Parker
drives old banger in
shoe-and-sock combo
while filming new movie
All Roads Lead To
Rome

Rumer has it! Willis
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flashes a hint of
cleavage as she parties
in androgynous black
power suit after a
pamper session
Very smart

Awkward: TOWIE's
newly single Chloe
Sims looks tired and
puffy eyed as she
bumps into ex-
boyfriend Elliott Wright
off camera
Split after 5 months

Off Twitter and back
on the red carpet!
Chrissy Teigen dons
leg-baring fuchsia frock
in NYC after Ottawa
shooting comments
Quit Twitter over furore

Bella Thorne shows
her darker side as she
glams it up for edgy
new fashion shoot
The 17-year-old actress
went for the rock chic look
in magazine shoot

The family that
dresses together... Demi
Moore and daughter
Tallulah Willis wear
matching shirts to
gallery show in West
Hollywood

The EX factor: Made In
Chelsea's Ashley James
parties with former
flame Ollie Locke and
TOWIE's rival Ferne
McCann at her jewellery
launch 

Her best accessory!
Olivia Palermo displays
her effortless style in a
chic black and white
ensemble for red carpet
date night with husband
Johannes Huebl

The Mac is back!
Forget frumpy raincoats
and invest in a sexy
trench style - FEMAIL
finds the best on the
High Street
Take cover ladies!

Man, she's looking
fine! Alexa Chung
channels androgynous
chic in velvet blazer and
tailored jeans for low-
key evening with pals
At Quaglino's restaurant

Kristin Cavallari wows
in black and yellow
geometric dress as she
shows off her post-baby
body just five months
after welcoming her
second child 

Taking the plunge!
Models Karlie Kloss and
Barbara Palvin both opt
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for cleavage baring
black dresses at
jewellery launch 
In demand models 

Well she is an
international
supermodel! Naomi
Campbell stuns in lace
sari as she attends
handbag launch
Flawless display

She's going retro!
Pamela Anderson
sports beehive hairdo
as Baywatch star
arrives in Sweden for
several public
appearances
Earning her bread

Smoking hot! Melanie
Griffith shows off slim
figure in chic checked
dress as she puffs on a
cigarillo over a girlie
lunch 
Smartened up her act

Alyson Hannigan
plants sweet kiss on
husband Alexis Denisof
as she beams at
daughter Keeva on
family day out
HIMYM star is a hands on
mother

Gwen and Gavin
coordinate in black
ensembles for LA gala
after claims Stefani's
song Baby Don't Lie
'rips off' Swedish pop
star 
Ignored the claims

Working up a sweat!
Kaley Cuoco shows off
toned legs as she
leaves her yoga class in
Los Angeles 
The Big Bang Theory star
keeps in shape

Former Destiny's Child
member Michelle
Williams shows off her
VERY trim frame in a
low-cut scarlet dress
Singer looked super
skinny in New York

Speak of the devil!
Carmen Electra hosts
Halloween party
attended by ex-husband
Dennis Rodman... less
than a week after
dishing their marriage

Christmas comes
early! Gisele Bundchen
oozes sex appeal clad
in little more than skin-
coloured lingerie in her
latest Vivara jewellery
campaign

Jake Gyllenhaal looks
healthy while on the set
of his latest film
Demolition... after
dropping 30lbs for his
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role in Nightcrawler 
He's filled out a bit

Prairie girl! Elle
Fanning wears floral
peasant dress to Low
Down premiere
Oversized dress
swamped the teen's
delicate frame

Putting in the leg
work! Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley shows off her
long limbs in a micro-
skirt as she runs
errands in LA 
Showed enviable figure

FOLLOW...
Weight Watchers online.

Sign up now & start your
journey.

more

Today's headlines Most Read
Mother loses 9st after being refused
surgery on crippling varicose veins
because she was too fat

'Of course fat people CAN'T take
responsibility for their weight - there's too
much temptation everywhere,'...

Want a baby at 40? It pays to be a cougar!
Woman’s chances of conceiving are much
better with a younger man

Overweight people to be PAID to lose weight:
Slimmers will be given cash or shopping
vouchers under new NHS...

'I couldn't see and everything was blurry':
Real Housewives of Beverly Hills star Kyle
Richards reveals she...

How bad breath could be a sign of liver
disease and mouth ulcers could indicate
cancer: Leading dentist...

Middle-aged swingers indulging in 'drug-
fuelled orgies' are fuelling a rise in STIs

War on cancer is stalling because
pharmaceutical firms only create drugs they
know will make a profit,...

Keep slim by going out in the sun:
Exposure to UV rays releases chemical
which helps metabolism

The ugly face of smoking: New campaign lets
you upload a picture of yourself to see what
you would look like...

Microsoft co-founder pledges $100
MILLION of his own fortune to combat
Ebola in West Africa and stop the...

Ebola epidemic will 'explode' by mid-
December killing tens of thousands of people,
scientists warn

New York Ebola doctor's fiancee and TWO
friends quarantined amid fears he gave
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them deadly virus: Potential...
Britain should become a 'smoke-free'
country within five years, Health
Secretary declares 

The secrets of my prim posterior, by
Pippa: Her Royal Hotness reveals four
steps she uses to keep her toned...

MORE HEADLINES

MORE DON'T MISS
Kendra Wilkinson

steps out without her
wedding ring as she
tells Hank Baskett it's
'divorce time' in preview
for new show 
Planning next move

Step Back in Time!
Kylie Minogue shares a
flashback of herself
aged 27 looking fresh
faced and innocent in
Where The Wild Roses
Grow video

Are the Clooneys
hosting their post-
wedding party this
weekend? Danesfield
House Hotel 'booked by
Amal's parents'

Billie Faiers swamps
her slim post-baby
figure in baggy striped
top and leggings on a
day out with daughter
Nelly
Chose to cover up

Pregnant Shakira
takes the plunge in low-
cut top as partner
Gerard Pique cradles
her baby bump in sweet
Instagram snap
Date night for parents

It's the biggest family
movie of the year with
mega-buck special
effects. So why DID
Colin Firth bail out of
Paddington's big-screen
debut?

'I have empathy': Heidi
Montag weighs in on
Renee Zellweger's
appearance as she hints
at insecurities that led
to her own plastic
surgery makeover

EXCLUSIVE: The truth
behind Renée's fairytale
romance: Star caught in
the middle of a battle
between her ex-heroin
addict boyfriend and his
former wife 

'You were my miracle':
Kelly Osbourne gets
bumble bee tattoo in
honor of her late co-star
Joan Rivers
Shared snaps from
parlour on Thursday

Adam Levine pulls silly
faces as he arrives in
Paris wearing a white
motorcycle jacket over
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an American flag shirt 
Interesting look for the
American singer...

'Hello Manchester!'...
Lady Gaga gets her
cities mixed up as she
performs in London in a
feathered ensemble
Six month tour catching
up with her

'They love mommy,
they love daddy': Nick
Cannon talks about how
his and Mariah Carey's
twins are coping with
the split
It's a difficult time

Role model mommy!
Jennifer Garner shows
her class spirit by
sporting a colourful
children's backpack as
she takes her girls
home from school

Michelle Monaghan
dares to bare in
sleeveless tuxedo
jacket and lacy
camisole at fashion gala
in NYC
True Detective star
dazzled with look

Bob Geldof attacks
family court over
treatment of Peaches
and Fifi: Rulings made it
impossible to take care
of his children after he
split from Paula Yates

UNICEF ambassadors
David Beckham and
Robbie Williams unite in
new campaign to
protect children from
danger
Doing their bit

That supermodel glow!
Miranda Kerr goes
make-up free in skinny
jeans after intense
workout at a private
gym
Mother-of-one was on the
go

The Witch sings!
Disney releases first
clip of Meryl Streep
singing Sondheim in the
big-screen Into The
Woods musical
Fans were worried

Don't I know you?
Benedict Cumberbatch
can't hide his
astonishment as he
comes face-to-face with
his very own waxwork  
Utterly bemused

Sister Act! Jessica Hart
joined by sibling Ashley
to launch Luma
cosmetics range
Australian model siblings
at Sydney department
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store

Raising awareness...
and temperatures!
Daisy Lowe slips into
sexy PVC nurse outfit in
sketch for charity show
Feeling Nuts
Attention grabbing!

'It's been fun to
change my physicality':
Nick Jonas proudly
shows off his ripped
body as he reveals just
what it took to get in
fighting shape for his
role in Kingdom

Who didn't get the
style memo? Cindy
Crawford is casual in
skinny jeans and blazer,
while Emmy Rossum
glams up in black and
white at charity bash

Padma Lakshmi steps
out with her sweet
daughter Krishna for
start of Diwali... as she
shares flashback photo
of herself as a child
Looking their best!

Aren't you ladies
rivals? Made In
Chelsea's Stephanie
Pratt and TOWIE's Ferne
McCann put their
differences aside to
party together

New couple alert?
Tyrese Gibson sparks
romance rumours as he
leaves with actress
Sanaa Lathan after pair
dine together in LA
She's eight years older

Reese Witherspoon
shows off her toned
legs in business chic
ensemble as she steps
out in Beverly Hills
Busy juggling bustling
career and home

A girl's best friend!
Amanda Seyfried is
accompanied by her
beloved dog Finn as
she works up a sweat
on strenuous run
Inseparable pair

Smiling Nicole Kidman
arrives in China looking
relaxed as she throws
herself back into work
following 'rocky' past
month since her father's
death

Bye, Miranda!
Comedienne calls time
on her sitcom because
she wants character to
'be happy' and focus on
other projects 
Christmas specials next
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Mint new hairstyle! But
Lena Dunham's two
mismatched outfits
won't make anyone
green with envy
New 'do has given her a
new lease of life

'Look at me, I wouldn't
survive in jail!' Taylor
Swift reveals irrational
fear of being arrested as
she performs song
about Harry Styles for
first time 

Look out boys!
Taylor's not THAT
innocent: ADRIAN
THRILLS reviews
singer's latest album
1989 (Big Machine)
Fifth studio album

Eddie Redmayne cuts
a dashing figure for
Vogue as he delves into
the challenges of
playing Stephen
Hawking in upcoming
biopic

It's a mini Seinfeld
reunion! Jerry teams up
once again with Michael
Richards for his latest
Comedians In Cars
Getting Coffee
Kramer reborn!

Charlotte stays
positive! Kristin Davis
tells Meredith Vieira she
is hopeful about a Sex
And The City 3 movie
Actress, 49, holding out
hope it will be made

How does Robert
Redford, 77, keep such
a voluminous head of
hair? Veteran actor
arrives at Sydney
airport sporting
contrasting two-toned
tresses

Will Iggy Azalea
perform at the Victoria's
Secret lingerie
extravaganza in
London?  
Set to headline PINK
Nation warm-up party

That's a wrap! Miley
Cyrus goes out with a
bang as she finishes the
last-ever show her
controversial Bangerz
tour in Australia
Out on a high in Perth

How I Met Your Mother
star Ashley Williams
welcomes first child
Gus into the world
The 35-year-old star's
baby with producer
husband weighs 8lb 8oz 

Who are the flowers
from? Khloe Kardashian
shares photo of pink
roses placed in the
posh $7m home she
bought from Justin
Bieber

Still going strong!
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Amanda Seyfried and
Justin Long look cozy
on date night... as it's
revealed they will co-
star in 24 Hour Plays
Casual movie night

Val Kilmer appears in
small claims court
seeking $6,000 withheld
from security deposit by
landlord of Malibu rental
Star, 54, wants more of
his deposit back

SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE: Alan
Davies and the man left
stuck in a lift 
The actor, 48, was in
Soho, when his wife
heard distressed cries

Mind-boggling
pictures, a colossus at
the helm...it's telly's
finest hour:
CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews last
night's TV 
Unforgettable Life Story

Thom Evans and
Strictly Come Dancing
partner Iveta Lukosiute
keep close as they
continue to play down
rumours of romance
Looked a cosy couple

He's seen dead
people: Keanu Reeves
tells Jimmy Kimmel he
had an encounter with a
ghost as a child
The actor was with his
nanny when it happened

You've got a few
things to learn Alec!
Hilaria Baldwin
performs impressive
headstand while
husband sticks to basic
yoga pose at charity
bash

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Life in the slow lane!
Jenson Button and his
fiancée Jessica
Michibata couldn't look
more in love as they
frolic in Hawaii

New beau? Scout
Willis shares a coffee
and kiss with a mystery
man that is not her long
time boyfriend Alex de
Bonrepos
In with the new?

Eloped in Paris? Heidi
Klum flashes gold band
on ring finger as she
strolls with Vito
Schnabel... NINE DAYS
after finalizing divorce
from Seal

What's his secret?
Melanie Griffith's ex
Antonio Banderas, 54,
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sports a youthful glow
on romantic stroll with
younger girlfriend
Nicole Kempel

It's here! Khloe and
Kourtney Kardashian
are Hamptons chic in
first advert for KUWTK
spin-off show
Fans got to see the trailer
for new spin-off

Bottoms up! Kim
Kardashian's friend
pretends to bite her
derrière as they goof
around in a photo booth
Kicked of her celebrations
early

Good Will Hunting for
a bargain! Minnie Driver
beams in a flowing
patterned frock and tan
booties as she shops in
Los Angeles
Enjoying the limelight

'You look like Princess
Jasmine!' Justin
Bieber's pickup line as
he hits on model
Jacqueline Younisl 
while cruising along
Rodeo Drive

Family tragedy, savage
punch-ups, financial
disaster - and mental
meltdown. Kinks singer
RAY DAVIES on the wild
story behind his new
musical 

Australian model
Catherine McNeil shows
off slender frame in a
white one-piece as she
flaunts beach body
Summer is starting Down
Under

'I was shocked' Former
child star Danielle
Spencer from '70s
sitcom What's
Happening has been
diagnosed with breast
cancer 

'It's like a luxury
fortress': Inside Jennifer
Lopez's £13m NYC
penthouse overlooking
Madison Square Park
Neighbours will include
Chelsea Clinton

Ready for jail? Kristin
Cavallari shows off
striped dress for LA
lunch date that surely
would earn her a ticket
from the fashion police

Day the Queen made
fun of Tindall's nose:
Former Ireland captain
Brian O'Driscoll reveals
Her Majesty made quip
at his expense during
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Windsor Castle dinner 

Hold onto your hats -
Bev's a real belter.
QUENTIN LETTS
reviews Memphis
Predictable story, good
music, great
performances

BAZ BAMIGBOYE:
Mad Earl McAvoy's a
class act 
McAvoy will star in The
Ruling Class, the first
revival of Peter Barnes's
play since the 60s

She woke up like this!
Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley is effortlessly
stunning as she
becomes the latest
celebrity to share a
barefaced selfie 

Holy iPods Batman!
Dark Knight star
Christian Bale cast as
Steve Jobs in upcoming
Aaron Sorkin biopic
Based on the biography
by Walter Isaacson

Rosie O'Donnell
comes under fire after
defending model
Chrissy Teigen's
statement that an 'active
shooting in Canada is
just a Wednesday in
America' 

So that's how she
stays trim: Keri Russell
works up a sweat while
riding her bicycle
around Brooklyn
Used her time off set
wisely

Workout buddies! Gigi
Hadid and best pal
Kendall Jenner brave
the rain for grueling
boxing session 
Two of the hottest young
models today

Keira Knightley set to
make Broadway debut
in 2015... six years after
first treading the boards
in London's West End
Dream of working on
Broadway comes true

Who says blondes
have more fun? Newly
brunette Aussie model
Cheyenne Tozzi shows
off long legs after
proudly proclaiming
'love my job'

Jessica Simpson
shares sweet snapshot
of son Ace Knute
Johnson carrying four
golf balls
Must get the sporting
talent from dad!
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Halle Berry revives 80-
year-old luxury French
lingerie label Scandale -
with a new budget price
tag
Actress's first ten-piece
collection at Target 

Audrey Hepburn's
granddaughter Emma
Ferrer on seeing
aspects of the iconic
star in herself - and
inheriting that 'comic
gene'

'Go Fins!' Fergie
shows her Miami
Dolphins pride and
reveals who taught son
Axl to flip the bird as
she chats with Ellen
Singer is part owner of
American football team

Is she pulling a Kim?
Courteney Cox shows
off beehive hairdo á la
Audrey Hepburn during
Cougar Town break
Kim Kardashian has
rocked the same 'do

One Direction urged
by PETA to cut chimp
scenes from Steal My
Girl video following
allegations of animal
rights violations
Controversial

BAZ BAMIGBOYE: A
missing son... and the
anguish of every father 
James Nesbitt plays the
father of a schoolboy who
has been abducted in
drama The Missing

Brad guns for glory:
Brad Pitt is scintillating
as a brutal tank
commander in one of
the greatest war films
ever made, writes
BRIAN VINER 

Biting back at the
bigots with jazz hands
and a smile: QUENTIN
LETTS reviews The
Scottsboro Boys
Show set to wow
audiences in West End

Ghost story that is
chillingly good: The
Turn Of The Screw 
Never has it been more
potently assessed than in
Jonathan Kent's
unsettling production

'I don't want any more
babies with him': Tori
Spelling tells Dean
McDermott to get a
vasectomy after his
affair 
Couple in therapy

'I'm so f***ing happy
I'm sober': Tallulah
Willis enjoys a spa day
with mother Demi
Moore after reflecting
on life before rehab
Rarely apart these days

Are they back together
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again? Minka Kelly
and Chris Evans
spotted grabbing lunch
at their former date spot
They split in October last
year

Looking for rich love?
Lindsay Lohan's mom
Dina 'lining up for dates
as guest star on The
Millionaire Matchmaker'
Will her family harm her
chances?

Mike 'The Situation'
Sorrentino and brother
Marc seen leaving court
as December date is set
for tax fraud trial
Reality star's lawyer
entered not guilty plea

Australia's next top
SUPERmodel! Nineties
icon Linda Evangelista
to star in the upcoming
series as guest judge
Arriving Down Under
within the next week

Alright for sun! Coleen
Rooney shows off her
curves in bright green
bikini as she enjoys yet
another beach day in
Barbados
Are you green with envy?

Having a Ball!
Australian model
Catherine McNeil leaves
girlfriend at home to
party in New York with
Cara Delevigne's ex
Michelle Rodriguez

She's looking Gretzky!
Pregnant Paulina shows
off her growing baby
bump in tight top and
tiny hotpants 
Model, 25, seen shopping
in Los Angeles

'Dance like no one's
watching!' Bella Thorne
cuts loose in a lovely
frock with high school
students at their
homecoming prom 
Stole the spotlight

Single life agrees with
her! Robin Thicke's ex
Paula Patton looks
stylish in beige trench
after leaving NYC shoot
for upcoming Ellen
Tracy campaign

Must be music to his
ears: Ethan Hawke is
cast as legendary jazz
trumpeter Chet Baker in
upcoming biopic Born
To Be Blue

'It's a very special ring,
but it's not THE ring':
Olivia Munn opens up
about romance with
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Aaron Rodgers as she
reveals he surprised her
with vintage sparkler

Neil Patrick Harris
'was not the first choice
to host next year's
Oscars'... as it's claimed
organizers 'begged'
Ellen DeGeneres to
return

Keeping it in the
family! Elizabeth Hurley
is elegant in a printed
wrap dress as she
opens new care home
centre with lookalike
son Damian
Charitable duo

'I feel sick, bye
Twitter': Chrissy Teigen
quits social media site
after receiving death
threats over tweets on
Canada shooting 
In hot water

She's a quick healer!
Karina Smirnoff back at
Dancing With The Stars
rehearsals after being
hospitalised from
practice injuries
Triumphant return

'My Mama June left
him 10 years ago':
Pumpkin, 14, denies
Honey Boo Boo
matriarch has rekindled
romance with convicted
child sex offender

Bethenny Frankel
'gearing up for another
court battle as ex Jason
Hoppy tries to keep
daughter Bryn off
RHONYC'
Not pleased at return

Comedian Jimmy Carr
'shocks the audience
with tasteless Oscar
Pistorius joke... as he
takes to the stage at Q
Awards'
Days after sentencing

'She has a lot of
unfinished business':
Tina O'Brien to reprise
role as Sarah-Louise
Platt in Coronation
Street
What will ex Jason say?

Denise Van Outen
does her best rock
chick impression in a
quilted leather jacket
and biker boots as she
runs errands
Rock chic!

'He only has to blink
and I'm pregnant': Katie
Price admits she plans
to have more kids with
cheating husband
Kieran Hayler
She's forgiven his sins
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'I've NEVER been a
reality TV star': Tulisa
Contostavlos dismisses
I'm A Celeb rumours  as
she steps out in ripped
jeans to promote first
single in two years

Kendall Jenner steals
spotlight while watching
basketball with fellow
models Gigi Hadid and
Hailey Baldwin in New
York City
Glamour courtside
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Club party? Rachel
Stevens visits the
hairdressers after pop
group reveal they are to
reunite for Children In
Need live show
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together': Orlando
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Selena Gomez
In Vancouver together
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Yorkshire
Great casting
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Returning to her babies
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Chris Martin and
Gwyneth Paltrow
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before leaving in
separate cars
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stunning LBD after
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up at train station with
boyfriend Dan Hooper...
as she reveals she can't
have any more children
Corrie star is loved up
again after 2 divorces
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Modern Slavery

'They said they'd murder
me if I left': Beaten and
starved, 40-year-old man
kept as a slave in
'concentration camp'
conditions.

Dubai Tourism
Win 1 out of 3 iPads

WIN a family holiday to
Orlando
For two adults and two
children, courtesy of
SeaWorld Parks &
Entertainment.

You want the best for
your family. So do we.
Discover how to keep
your family healthy with
Bupa tips, advice & expert
guidance.
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